Optimize prep-and-pack
in your space
The PureSteel Wrap Inspection Table helps organize and
enhance prep and assembly fuctions. The back wall rack
organizes wraps to speed retrieval during packing. The
tabletop light facilitates instrument inspection and helps
to identify perforations in sterile wraps.
The PureSteel Mini Inspection Table provides sterile wrap
inspection abilities in smaller spaces. The mobile table
features an illuminated tabletop and lower shelf for
storing materials.

Tabletop light
facilitates
inspection of
devices wraps
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Designed to enhance instrument
inspection and packaging
The tabletop light “solves issues. Holes in the filter or
drape is a problem, so the light is a time-saver and a
frustration-saver. We can have faith that the drape
will be in good shape. When Central Sterile (CS)
inspects instruments before [assembling] trays, they
need light to find bioburden. The light on top of the
prep and pack table gives them extra light.”
- Sue, Sterile Processing Department Manager

Workstations should optimize ergonomics and efficiency
while also meeting standards

Inspections are critical
to assure patient safety

“The clean work area/room should include space for packaging materials and preparation supplies;
computers, if used, along with computer accessories; magnifying lights; and processing tables, which
should be made of nonporous materials (stainless steel), ergonomic, and preferably, height-adjustable”

“When using woven wraps, sterile processing
personnel should ...inspect wraps before each use
for holes, worn spots, and stains. …When
choosing and using non-woven wraps, sterile
personnel should ...inspect wrap to ensure that it
is free of defects that could have an adverse effect
on the performance of the material.”

- ANSI/AAMIST79:2017 3.3.6.2 Clean work area/room

Height adjustability: push-button,
table height adjuster meets
ergonomic guidelines.

ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, 9.1, Packaging Standards

Height adjustable back wall
organizes equipment, accessories and
tools at ergonomic heights and frees
up tabletop work space.
Accessories such as magnified LED
task lights, wire baskets, storage bins
and electronic monitors help optimize
workflows.
Cord management features eight
electrical outlets and underside cord
organization.
Organizing rail and peel pack shelf
locates peel pouch rolls, stickers and
other materials for easy dispensing.
Magnifying task lights provide up
to 4x magnification

Tabletop light provides dimmable illumination for
inspectioning instruments and sterile wraps.

Pull-out counter, drawer and PC
shelf options allow flexible workflow
enhancements.

Task lights and hood lights meet American National
Standard A11.1-1965, R1970, Practice for Industrial
Lighting to reduce eye strain and assist in aiding the
accomplishment of detail-intense tasks.

Sizes: 48", 60", 72” and 78”
Custom sizes available.
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